
Crafted Dress Up
Design Capsule S/S 21: Girls

As more time is spent around the home, a fun and imaginative dress-up
theme takes hold, adopting a crafted, DIY feel for girls' collections
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Action Points
As kids cope with the changes to everyday life due
to Covid-19, expect imaginative play and dress up
to emerge as a source of escapism. Use fashion as a
form of play, merging looks together and crafting
new elements for a fun dress-up aesthetic.

1. Expect S/S 21 to be a time of transition, as the
industry gains control over supply chain
disruption. Utilise leftover and surplus stock from
S/S 20, adding accessories to transform and
update looks for the new season.

2. As life becomes increasingly centred around
the home, we see the demand for craft, DIY and
personalisation picking up pace, explored in Kids’
Crafting Trends. Co-crafting, a theme from the S/S
21 Forecast brings ideas of craft kits and
personalisation in, to which the whole family can
get involved. Take a hands-on approach to
products to tap into this newfound creativity.

3. Versatile items and accessories that can be
layered over or styled with existing outfits are key,
including removable collars and statement socks.
The lower price point and multi-wear benefit
creates an attractive purchase for consumers.
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Why? With more time spent at home, brands
such as Meri Meri embrace imaginative play,
offering crafting kits and dress up
accessories, while Raspberry Plum and
Mummy Moon embrace a theatrical look.
Creative, dress-up themes trend on the
Fashion Feed as #stayhomestyle.

How? Use accessories to transform outfits,
offering versatile items worn multiple ways.
Blend muted pastels with brighter tones
such as Fierce Magenta and A.I. Aqua.
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Revamp surplus T-shirts or fabric left over from
S/S 20, adapting the design for a playful dress-
up feel. Tap into crafted looks by mixing jersey
with soft net, adding appliqués or inserting
panels for a voluminous look.

When designing new silhouettes, add dramatic
pleated sleeves as spotted at Raspberry Plum
and on the Monnalisa catwalk.
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As consumers look for items that are
versatile and adaptable, accessories with
detachable components such as removable
collars speak to this demand. Echoing
women's Buyers' Briefing S/S 21:
Accessories Key Items, this easy throw-on
accessory takes outfits from everyday
through to play and party.

Use recycled or deadstock materials for a
dress-up feel, featuring cut-and-sew panels,
pom-poms and appliqué.
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Tap into jumpsuits as an easy commercial
item suitable for play. Jersey options use
bright bold stripes and prints, adding
embroidery for a personalised or crafted feel.
Opt for a button-down simple silhouette that
can be merchandised layered over sweaters or
tees for a #patternclash effect while offering
transseasonal appeal.
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We have been tracking the rise of oversized,
statement bows on the Fashion Feed as
#statementbow while they filter across
footwear and accessories for both adults and
kids. Pioneered by influencer Jojo Siwa, hair
bows will continue to be important heading
into S/S 21. Sitting within pumped-up 1980s
looks highlighted in Kids' Style Trend Concepts
A/W 21/22: Phantasmagoria, opt for
extravagant designs, using surplus fabrics or
material scraps that would otherwise go to
landfill.
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Patchwork dresses tap into crafted and DIY
themes. Be inspired by the creativity of
Bonpoint's S/S 20 campaign, made from
fabrics from past collections. Cut-and-sew
elements can use surplus fabric stock, with
trims and lace additions providing an extra
level of playfulness.
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Playful statement socks featuring colourful
intarsia patterns and crafted additions speak
to over-the-top Joyfully Camp looks from Kids'
Style Trend Concepts S/S 21: GameScape.

Adorn the socks with pom-poms, trims and
fabric scraps for a crafted feel.

Style socks with sandals, as we track this
merchandising trend on the Fashion Feed as
#sockswithsandals.
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As comfort and cosy materials continue as a
key consumer driver for kidswear, fluffy
sandals that transcend from the home to play
gain traction. A cross-over design highlighted
in Girls' Footwear: Key Items Core S/S 21
embraces coloured fur for a bold feel.

Add an ankle strap for stability during play.
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Novelty sunglasses offer a playful yet practical
item for kids. Embraced by influential brands
such as Monnaissa and Mum of Six, circular
frames are decorated with fruits and character
icons.

Tap into the consumer demand for items that
can be personalised or adapted by adding
removable clip-on elements that can be used
in multiple ways across sunglasses, bags and
hair accessories.
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Influences

FY Magazine
Embracing a creative and playful feel,
everyday home-life and cross-
generational themes are explored in
Forever Young's Daughters editorial.
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Meri Meri
Stay home and play with Meri
Meri's collection of crafted kits
and accessories, as kids get
creative with imaginative play.

2

#Stayhomestyle
Sparked by more time spent
around the home as a
consequence of the global
pandemic, track the evolution
of #stayhomestyle for a fun,
dress-up take for kidswear.
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